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ABSTRACT: 

Min-norm method is related to MUSIC. This relation 

suggests us a weighted version of min-norm method obtained 

from the EV method of Johnson and DeGraaf . This new method 

is obtained by weighting the eigenvectors with the inverse of 

the eigenvalues. Some experimental results will illustrate 

the comparative behaviour of the algorithm. Both methods 

were implemented with a new recursive algorithm. This 

algorithm performs the spectral decomposition of the 

correlation matrix and is based on the properties of the 

elemental matrices v.vH called dyads. The problem is 

reduced to an eigendecomposition of the sum of a diagonal 

matrix with a dyad, which is easily obtained. This 

computation can be executed in a high degree of parallelism. 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

Min-norm method [3] is a well known high resolution 

method. In this paper we relate it with MUSIC [lo]. This 

relation suggests us a weighted version of min-norm method 

obtained from the EV method of Johnson and DeGraaf [2]. 

This new method is presented in sec. 2 and it is essentially 

the min-norm method but with the eigenvectors weighted by 

the inverse of the eigenvalues. Preliminary results show 

that this method has a slightly better performance than the 

usual. In particular the zeros corresponding to existing 

sources are nearer the unit circle. Some experimental 

results will illustrate the comparative behaviour of the 

algorithms. 

Both methods were implemented with a new recursive 

algorithm we propose also. This algorithm is presented in 

sec 3 and it performs the spectral decomposition of the 

correlation matrix we assume to be recursively generated 
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according to: 

RN = a. + (1-a). v.vH (1 1 
There are some solutions to the problem. The most 

important are described in [9] and [ 111. We are going to 

propose an algorithm wich is equivalent to that described in 

[ll] but with a very different formalism [ 5,6,7]. 
The algorithm is based on the properties of the elemental 

matrices v.vH called dyads [a]. To solve the posed problem 

we reduce it to an easier one by expressing the dyad in terms 

of the previous eigenvectors. The new problem becomes 

simply the spectral decomposition of the sum of a diagonal 

matrix with a dyad. The eigenvectors of this new matrix are 

easily computed with only 1 real and 1 complex operation by 

component and the eigenvalues are the zeros of a rational 

function whose partial fraction decomposition is known. 

These zeros are located inside disjoint intervals which 

allows us to obtain good starting values to the iterative 

Newton-like algorithm we use. This computation can be 

executed in a parallel way. The results of this algorithm are 

similar Io those obtained with conventional algorithms. On 

the other hand we did not observe any numerical degradation 

with the increase in the number of dyads. 

2.- A WEIGHTED MIN-NORM METHOD 

The MUSIC bearing estimation method proposed by 

Schmidt [IO] is based on the fact that the signal spatial 
covariance matrix Rx has rank equal to the number of 

sources (N). Thus, the spatial covariance matrix of the 
observed data Rx under white noise assumption is given by 

2 
Rx = Rs + on I 

where I is the identity matrix and on  2 is the white noise 

variance. Letting Vn = [vN+’, . . . , vL] be the matrix span 

of the noise subspace and a the steering vector : 
T 

a =[I, e j a ,  e * j a ,  . . . , eJLa ]  ( 3 )  
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MUSIC method identifies the bearing estimates as the location 

of the peaks in the spectral estimate : 

( 4 )  

The MIN-NORM method 131 uses a vector d1 spaning the 
whole noise subspace of Rx. Its first element is constrained 

to be unity and its Euclidean length is required to be 

minimum. The bearing estimates are obtained from the zeros 

of 

( 5 )  
L 1  

Q(z) = C d . z i - l  
1 

with d1 given by 
1 

L 

where VA is obtained from V, by deleting the first line uH. 

The normalization of the first component to unity is not 

required; we can fix its value as being equal to the square 

norm of U. Then the Min-Norm polynomial coeficients may 

be given by : 

where u1 is the transpose conjugate of the Is' line of Vn 

If instead of the first, we fix the k component we obtain a 

vector 

where uk is the transpose conjugate of the kth line of V,. Let 

Qk(z) be the corresponding polynomial. Then (3) can be 

expresed as : 

d' = V,.ul ( 7 )  

dk = V,.uk ( 8 )  

- 1  L-1  , 

P ( o )  = [zo eJka  ok+l(a)] ( 9 )  

which shows a relation between MUSIC and the Min-Norm. 

Using as alternative to MUSIC, the estimator EV of 

Johnson and De Graaf [2], we would obtain, instead of (8): 

( 1  0 )  
-1 

dk = v,.A, Uk 

as vector coefficients of the polynomialsd (j=1, . . .,L). A, 

is the eigenvalue diagonal matrix. So we define, by analogy 

with (6), the weighted Min-Norm method vector as: 

( 1  1 )  
-1 

d' =vn.h, U1 

Later we will make a comparison of the results obtained with 

(8) and with (11). 

3.- A RECURSIVE ALGORITHM 

In previous works [5-71 we proposed an algorithm to 

update the spectral decomposition of the spatial covariance 

matrix, when it was modified according to : 

( 1 2 )  
H 

R, = aR,-l + P Sn S , 
this algorithm was used in [7] to implement the Min-Norm 
method by assuming R, to be modified twice by snapshot, 

according to: 

( 1  3 )  
H * T  

R, = aR,-1 + P S, s,+ PJS, S, J 

where J is the exchange matrix and s, is the nth snapshot. 

We begin by decomposing the algorithm into two steps: 

(13.a) 
H 

a )  R, = aR,-1 + P s, s, 

* T  
b )  R, = R, + p J.s, S, J (13.b) 

This means that we have to perform two spectral 

decompositions of matrices with the form given by (1). Let 
A, represent one of such matrices. Suppose the spectral 

decomposition of the An-l matrix be given by : 

Then, 
H 

AN = VN.~ [a.DN.j + p.v ~ - 1  v.vH v z - 1  ( 1 5 )  

We are going to compute VN and DN such that 
H 

AN = VN.DN.VN. Introducing 

( 1  6 )  
H 

w = vN-l v 

we reduce the problem to the simplest one: compute the 

spectral decomposition of : 

( 1  7 )  
H 

a.DN-1 + P.w.wH = UN DN UN 

Once UN is obtained, we can compute VN 

VN = vN.l UN ( 1  8 )  

We apply the definition of eigenvalue and eigenvector to the 

matrix in the left side in (17) and with a simple 

manipulation obtain in the case h + 0 : 

U = p ( w H u )  [XI-a D]- 'v if wHu # 0 ( 1  9 )  

multiplying both sides in (19) by w we obtain 

immediately : 
M-1 

( 2 0 )  
where M-1 is the number of non zero entries in DN.1. The 
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solution of (20) give us M eigenvalues. The corresponding 

eigenvectors are obtained (aside a normalization) from 

(19). The eigenvectors corresponding to h = 0 span the null 

space. It is not hard to see that these vectors do not interfere 

necessarily in the formation of R matrix. The computation of 

w leads, generally speaking, to a vector with L non zero 

elements. However, as there are infinite bases for the null 

space we can choose that one with a vector paralell to the 

component of v (if non null) which belongs to the null space. 

This means that, if the null space has dimension k, w has k 

components equal to zero ,if v belongs to the previous signal 

subspace, or K-1, if it has a component in the null space. We 

proceed as stated in the following: 

a) let to = V ,  and compute a sequence of vectors: 
tj = t j -1  - aj.vj 

I 

j = 1, 2 ,... , M-1 ( 2 1  ) 
H 

wi th a. = ( t j - ,  , vi) 

let rM = V + tM-1, and compute a new sequence 

rj = t j+ l  - b. V '  1' J 

b) 

of vectors: 
j = M-1, ..., 2, l  ( 2 2 )  

H 
with b.= ( t j + l ,  v j )  J 

c )  If r l  f 0, normalize and use it as the Mth 
eigenvector vM. If rl=O or M-1 is equal to the dimension of 

the array, there is no change in the dimension of the signal 

subspace. 
d )  The components of w will be Wj = (aj +bj )/2, 

for j=1,2 ,..., M-1 and WM is equal to the norm of r l .  

Equation (20) is very interesting, since it allows us to 

understand the behaviour of the eigenvalues, when we add 

more and more dyads. To implement the spectral 

decomposition of (12.b) we can apply the described 

algorithm twice a snapshot, using as entrys v and Jv'[7]. 

However, this is not very efficient and does not make use of 

the centrohermitian property of the correlation matrix, 

which eigenvectors U are such that U = Ju'. If we substitute 

as entrys v and Jv'by the the eigenvectors of the matrix 

v.vH + J.v'vTJ , we reduce the computational effort in 

(16) and (18) by a factor around 

directly such eigenvectors. 
H H 

V.VH + J.V'VTJ = U , . U  u2.u2 

We obtain, after some manipulation 
U =a/h.v + b1h.J.v' 

As U=  Ju', b' = a = (vH U )  

U=  u,or 

1/2. Let us compute 

(23) 

U 2  (24.a) 

(24.b) 

multiplying (24) on the left by vH and vT we obtain : 

1.a = a (vHv) + b (vHJ.v*) 

h.b = a (vTJ.v) + b (vTv') 
(25.a) 

(25.b) 

Forcing the determinant of this system to be zero it comes: 
2 2 [ ( v H  v )  - h ] - IvTJ.v( = 0 ( 2 6 )  

that we will call characteristic equation of the matrix (23). 

On the other hand, (25.a,b) give 

It is not hard to conclude that, aside a normalization, the 

eigenvector U can be given by : 

wi th 

cp being 0 or n with the sign of h - vHv. 

u = ej% + e-jeJ.v* ( 2 8 )  

( 2 9 )  2e = cp -arg {vTJ.v) 

4. EXP E RI M ENTAL VERI FIC AT10 N 

Experimental framework 

In order to perform an experimental evaluation of the 

algorithm, we simulated a system with the following 

characteristics: Array length: 6; number of sources : 2; 

Center frequency : 1MHz; magnitudes: 1; minimum signal to 

noise ration per source: IOdB;. The eigenvalues were 

computed by the Newton method.[7]. 

Simulation results 

In the following figures we present the results for two 
sources: 1 fixed and 1 moving. The DOA were computed every 

5, having processed 2000 snapshots. We set cc = .9. In 
fig.1 .a and 1 .b we see the estimated DOA corresponding to the 

two sources for the two methods. In figs. 2.a and 2.b we 
represent the magnitudes of the zeros corresponding to the 

DOA of the i t h  source for both methods. As it can be seen, in 

the weighted method the zeros are near the unit Circle. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have just presented a weigthed version of the Min- 

Norm method. We compared its performance with the usual 

showing through an example that there is some 

improvement. We have reported, also, a recursive algorithm 

to implement the eigendecomposition of recursively 

generated covariance matrix. The algorithm is simple and its 

preliminary results are very promising in respect to its 

numerical properties. On the other hand it can be 

implemented in a parallel way. We made use of the 

centrohermitian property of the autocorrelation matrix to 

reduce the total numerical cost. 
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